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"A version that has been long awaited, and likely to become the new standard."―Michael
Dirda, Washington Post

Ovid's epic poem―whose theme of change has
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Juno uses trickery (trickery!) to cause the Fair Maiden to unwillingly screw everything up.3I never
thought I would prefer a translation of Ovid which contained the word 'homie', but if Martin can be
true enough to the poetry to write it, I must be brave enough to laud itThe problem was reading it
before bed at night - there are so many stories and so many characters that keeping track of them
all in that twillight between awake and asleep proved too much for meABOUT THE SERIES: For over
100 years Oxford World's Classics has made available the widest range of literature from around the
globe- Except that Ovid dodges a lotWant a NOOK ? Explore Now Buy As Gift Get Free Nook Book
Sample Add to Wishlist Apps My apps Shop Games Family Editors' Choice Movies My movies Shop
Studios Family Music My music Shop Books My books Shop Newsstand My newsstand Shop
Entertainment Account Redeem My wishlist My Play activity Parent Guide Apr 30, 2012 Paquita Maria
Sanchez rated it it was amazing review of another edition Shelves: plays-n-poems, literature I'm re-
reading this from bits I consumed throughout my youf as a mythology dork, but the use of Roman
names rather than their Greek equivalents requires a lot of stopping and re-referencing to figure out
who the F

I don't care what you think! I do very much care that his work was lush, provocative and
unforgettable in its revolutionary translation (often taking liberties) of what was at the time
contemporary folk literatureBut noThe poems playful verses, both sensually earthy and wittily
sophisticated, have reverberated through the centuries, inspiring countless artists and writers from
Shakespeare to the presentBut again, transformation is a huge idea that pops up time and time
again (along with idea that there are divine consequences when denying a god/goddess).Anyway,
instead of continuing to describe the events of Metamorphoses I'd liked to go ahead and just end this
review hereAfter 2000 years, this is still entertaining, thought provoking, and beautiful.In his
epilogue, Ovid proclaims that his work will make him immortal.Ovid does still live in his fame, and for
all the right reasons.Lastly, a word on the Penguin 2004 edition with David Raeburn's translation: It
rocks

Award-winning poet Len Krisak captures the music of Ovid's richly textured Latin meters through
rhyming couplets that render the verse as playful and agile as it was meant to beThe translation
feels beautiful at those rare times when I can call to mind some of the great works of art inspired by
those artists who loved and lived these versesAnd, thus, the tales of Ovid transformed me in the
reading and in the writing transformed Ovid into immortality.more flag 8 likesLike see review View 2
comments A Honeycomb for Aphrodite argues for a more thoughtful appreciation of Ovids major
creation, claiming that his design is more than just a vivid and charming re-telling of the Greek
originals, but a deeply-felt humanist developmentI was intrigued by how often unwanted change was
unwillingly created by life-denying action that angers one of the godsWhat you see is but the shadow
cast by your reflection; in itself it is nothingAnd while the other creatures on all foursLook
downwards, man was made to hold his headErect in majesty and see the sky,And raise his eyes to
the bright stars above.----And out on soaking wings the south wind flew,His ghastly features veiled in
deepest gloom.His beard was sodden with rain, his white hair drenched;Mists wreathed his brow and
streaming water fellFrom wings and chest; and when in giant handsHe crushed the hanging clouds,
the thunder crashedAnd storms of blinding rain poured down from heaven----Seeing a man, all naked
as they were,The nymphs, beating their breasts, filled the whole groveWith sudden screams and
clustered round DianaTo clothe her body with their ownAnyway, I decided to restart this in
conjunction with reading Venus in Furs because that novel brought to mind the Pygmalion myth,
which brings to mind The Sea Came in at Midnight, and somehow these all conglomerate in my head
in a scattered mess which I hope to some day knit into a scarf for the frigid, blistery-cold Austin,
Texas summerCmo pude vivir tan Me tom un rato leer esta maravilla, lea un poco cada da, por las
maanas, con la cabeza fresca

Usually some sort of soliloquoy about the unfairness of the situation THIS PATTERN SHOWS UP A
LOT(hide spoiler)] The maps are unreadable, but a nice touchThrough the metamorphosis from text
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to visual art, Ovid has stayed famousWA compelling adaptation that used imagery familiar to English
sixteenth-century society, it powerfully influenced Spenser, Shakespeare and the character of
Elizabethan literatureShipping costs can vary based on destinationWright of Ovid's famous work, The
Metamorphoses, does full justice to the poet's elegance and witMelville (Oxford World's Classic)
1986Now safe in Crete, Jove shed the bull's disguiseAnd stood revealed before Europa's
eyes.Meanwhile her father, baffled, bade his son Cadmus, set out to find the stolen girlAnd
threatened exile should he fail--in one Same act such warmth of love, such wickedness!I like this,
tooW

Melville, notes by EArs Amatoria takes the form of didactic verse in which a purportedly mature and
experienced narrator instructs men and women alike on how to best play their hands at the long con
of love.Ovid's Erotic Poems offers a modern English translation of the Amores and Ars Amatoria that
retains the irreverent wit and verve of the originalThe Text is fully hyper-linked to the Mythological
index and vice versaIt was completely worth itFeb 18, 2009 Bruce rated it it was amazing review of
another edition What a delightful book! Most of the myths contained herein were ones with which I
was already familiar, many from high school Latin, but Id not read the work in its entirety
6219bd42a1 

Roman poets such as Catullus and Ovid celebrated the kiss and... For other uses, see Ovid
(disambiguation)
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